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WCC AT THE WHALE FESTIVAL  
 

 
 

The colourful Whale Coast Conservation exhibit in the 
marine tent highlighted the important role of citizen 
science in conservation. 
 

 
 
Dressed up to reflect the marine theme, Sheraine van 
Wyk and Sandiso Magaqa encouraged visitors to hunt 
for shark egg cases on the beach and become citizen 
scientists. They are seen here at the opening of the 
Festival with Anina Lee and William Ntebe. 
 

 
 
Rob Fryer’s new design cigarette butt bin was 
launched at the Festival to much enthusiasm, even 
from smokers. 
 

OUR LIFE WITH MICROBES 
 

Professor Gideon Wolfaardt, Chair of Stellenbosch 
University's Water Institute, gave a fascinating talk at 
Whale Coast Conservation about the world of micro-
organisms and our uneasy coexistence with them. 
 

For example, humans carry 10 times more bacterial 
cells than human ones. Many of these do a whole lot 
of good. They produce chemicals that help us harness 
energy and nutrients from our food, they appear to 
keep our immune systems healthy and even regulate 
our moods. Very few of them cause disease. 
 

Yet members of modern societies, driven by unethical 
marketing of anti-microbials, are becoming obsessed 
with disinfecting themselves and their surroundings. 
The natural bacterial colonies on our skin and in our 
gut are essential to our health and a robust immune 
system. Exposure to anti-bacterials and antibiotics 
destroys this delicate balance and, more significantly, 
leads to bacterial resistance in beneficial organisms. 
This resistance is transmitted between bacteria – 
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including pathogens - leading to a proliferation of 
resistant disease-causing bacteria. 
 

Inappropriate use of antibiotics is one of the major 
causes of antibiotic resistance in bacteria. 
 

Farmers routinely use antibiotics in raising livestock. 
Significantly, Prof Wolfaardt and his team could not 
find a single commercial feed product that did not 
contain antibiotics.  
 

Prof Wolfaardt also raised the interesting point that 
testing drug metabolites in wastewater can give a 
good indication of drug use in a particular population. 
For instance, testing shows that In South Africa Tik use 
is twice the world average. 
 

 
 

Prof Wolfaardt (right) chatted to Dr Vic Hamilton-
Attwell after his talk. 

HERMANUS WALDORF SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 

Whale Coast Conservation facilitated many interesting 
educational activities for Hermanus Waldorf School 
during September and October.  

WCC arranged a Whale Show presented by the Jungle 
Theatre group from Cape Town. During Marine week 
the theatre group visited 10 schools from Grabouw to 
Gansbaai, including Hermanus Waldorf School.  

In September WCC board member and volunteer John 

Cowan, took the learners from Class 4 on a History 
Walk through Hermanus. They started at Swallow Park 
and ended at the top of Hoy’s Koppie. 

Class 5 visited Fernkloof Nature Reserve to study 
insects and their role in plant life. They looked at 
characteristics and adaptations of ferns, mosses, 
proteas, aloes and fungi with the help of WCC’s 
Shirley Volkwyn. 

 
 
Class 4 ended Marine Week by visiting the Battery 
Museum and Two Oceans Aquarium in Cape Town 
where they studied marine creatures. WCC’s Schools 
Coordinator, Shirley Volkwyn was invited to 
accompany the group on this educational tour. 
 

ZWELIHLE HOLIDAY CLUB 
 

During the October school holidays Whale Coast 
Conservation staff took a group of 12 Zwelihle youth 
(mostly girls) on three days of educational holiday fun. 
 

 
 

On the first day they set off to Stony Point on a 
penguin adventure with Sheraine van Wyk.  Cape 
Nature staff did a great job explaining the rigours of 
life as a penguin.  
 

On the second day Shirley Volkwyn led them in a 
community clean up and debris analysis of the 
Zwelihle taxi rank and surrounding area. They 
collected a total of 1 200 litter items of which top 
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items were 399 cable ties and other plastic bits and 
pieces, 210 paper items and 200 sweet and chips 
wrappers. 
 
On Day 3 the group travelled to Grotto Beach to learn 
about the WCC shark egg case project and to do an 
egg case collection.  They engaged enthusiastically 
and found nine egg cases. 
 

 
 

The group also did a tour of the milkwood forest and 
learnt about forest dynamics and what is being done 
in the local forest regeneration project. 
 

Our thanks to Kim ‘Sharklady’ Maclean who provided 
transport and the Department of Environmental 
Affairs for ‘goodie bags’. 
 

YEP MARINE WEEK GANSBAAI 
 

Sponsorship by the AVI Community Trust enables 
WCC to implement an enhanced Youth Environment 
Programme in three Gansbaai schools. They had the 
privilege of receiving Marine Week-related lessons at 
I&J’s farm at Danger Point.  This is a restricted access 
area and not many people are fortunate enough to go 
there.   
 

 
 

Gansbaai Primêr Grade 7s learnt about the WCC shark 
egg case project from Sheraine van Wyk, Eco-Learning 
Manager. They then had the opportunity to collect 
their own egg cases.  
 

 
 

Under the guidance of WCC’s Shirley Volkwyn they 
also did a beach clean-up, analysed the debris and 
then profiled the litter at the protected Tiergat.  
Evidence of poaching activity was unfortunately top of 
the list of litter items collected.   
 

 
 
The Marine Science students from Gansbaai Academia 
High School were privileged to join Deidre du Toit of 
I&J on a guided tour through the abalone farm. They 
were amazed by the complexity of the industry.  
  

 
 
Gansbaai Laerskool hiked into the protected area to 
do a debris profile of another protected beach.  They 
were astonished by the many discarded and broken 
abalone shells left behind by poachers.  Also 
interesting was the abundance and behaviour of the 
many birds.  They seemed much more at ease close to 
humans than in other places.  There were also many 
more snakes.   
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Municipal intern, Sandiso Magaqa, impressed on the 
learners the importance of Marine Protected Areas. 
 

 
 
An edutaining addition was the Jungle Theatre Whale 
Show, performed at both the Gansbaai primary 
schools.   
 

We are grateful for the transport provided by I&J and 
Dyer Island Conservation Trust and to the Department 
of Environmental Affairs for food parcels for the high 
school learners who attended after school.   
 

WCC AND HERMANUS CONNECT  
 

“The Hermanus economy is in fact the environment as 
it’s based on tourism that relies on the splendour of 
our beaches, estuaries, mountains, nature reserves, 
hiking trails and botanical uniqueness”, said Sheraine 
van Wyk, WCC Eco-Learning Manager.  
 

She was speaking at Hermanus Connect - a newly-
formed group of concerned people with a common 
vision for the future of Hermanus who came together 
to promote the concept of many organisations 
contributing to the success of a town.  
 

Hermanus Ratepayers, Hermanus Business Chamber, 
Hermanus Tourism and Whale Coast Conservation 
(WCC) all participated in the event.  
 

 
Poster by Neville Hickman 

 

Caring for this environment is critical for a healthy 
economy. But it cannot be done just by a handful of 
conservation organisations. It needs a whole village, 
or indeed everyone, to do this. WCC especially needs 
the support of all its members. 
 

CITIZEN SCIENCE IN CONSERVATION 
 

Sheraine van Wyk, WCC’s Eco-Learning Manager, will 
be our last speaker of the year in the 2015 series of 
WCC monthly talks. (Yes, the year is almost over!) 
Please diarise Tuesday 17 November at 17h30 at the 
Green House. 
 

Citizen science is an increasingly important 
component of scientific research and creating 
environmental awareness. It also provides that ‘magic 
experience’ that many people seek. 
 

Sheraine will talk about the role of citizen science in 
education and in engaging people in environmental 
issues.   One of the outcomes is a greater awareness 
of these issues, a greater sensitivity to problem areas 
and people changing the way they do things to 
achieve and maintain a healthier environment with 
improved co-existence between species.  . 
 

THANKS TO OUR GREEN DIAMOND AND GREEN 
EMERALD INVESTORS IN THE ENVIRONMENT 
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